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ABSTRACT
Flexible ac Transmission system (FACTS) have emerged in power system because of the development of power electronics components for high voltage and power. The FACTS devices provide higher controllability in power system by means of power electronic devices. The Power quality problems of the present power system are affected due to the harmonic distortion, non-linear loads, transformer leakage reactance. The voltage harmonics, current harmonics, voltage dip by injecting current at the point of interconnection with the grid, harmonic distorted current are injected into power, Power coupling capacitor (PCC), which occurred by the non-linear loads. The voltage harmonics generated due to the harmonic distortion affects the power quality connected with the power supply. The voltage quality degradation in the power system produces, when the non sinusoidal current passes through different impedances in the power system the power system devices & components are affected due to the voltage quality in power system. The essential harmonic source is AC/DC converters & inverters. Hence, due to these above mentioned issues there is a need of power quality improvement techniques which can limit the voltage & current harmonics, also balance the input supply and improve power factor. The power quality problem occurs due to any of the voltage, current or frequency distortion from sinusoidal behavior. These devices generate harmonics and reactive power. Harmonics not only affect the normal work state of electrical utility, but also distort the communication.

1.1 STATCOM
STATCOM is normally a VSC (Voltage Source Converter) , that converts a DC voltage at its input side into three- phase AC voltages at fundamental frequency of controlled Phase-angle & magnitude . Voltage Source Converter use PWM technique, which makes it able to provide high quality AC output voltage to the grid/load .The basic principle of continuous operation of STATCOM, is by connecting VSC to DC capacitor to generate AC Voltage source behind transformer leakage reactance. It is a custom power device based on VSC shunt connected to the grid. By passing a controllable current, it can enhance the quality of load current. However, a STATCOM can also improve voltage dip by injecting current at the point of connection with the grid.

2. P-Q STANDARDS, ISSUES & ITS CONSEQUENCES
International Electro-Technical Commission specifications - The specifications are provided for measurement of power quality of wind turbine. The International Standards are enhanced by the working group of technical –committee-88 of the International Electro-Technical commission (IEC), IEC standard 61400-21, describes the procedure for obtaining the power quality characteristics of the wind turbine. The norms are specified: [1.] IEC 61400-13: Wind turbine measuring procedure in determining the power behavior.[2.] IEC 61400-12: Wind turbine performance. (B) Harmonics- The harmonic voltage & current could be limited to usable level at the point of connection to the network. The harmonic result due to operation of power electronic converters. To get the harmonic voltage within limit, each source of harmonic can allow only a limited contribution.(C) Variation of Voltage- The variation of voltage issue results from the generator torque & wind velocity. The voltage variation is directly linked to Real & Reactive power variations

The variation of voltage is classified as -
1. Voltage Swell
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1. INTRODUCTION
Now-a-days, it can be prove that with growing high power demand and line-length the opportunity for FACTS devices gets more important. Wind is the fastest growing energy in the world. The devices work electrically as fast current, voltage or impedance controllers. The past 5-6 years the use of wind energy has grown 28% yearly, and becomes the most developed invention among various technologies in universe. Basically, there are two types of FACTS, one is based on voltage source converters and other is based on Thyristor valve operation. Today, wind power capacity of the world is 50 GW and is assumed up to 160 GW. The FACTS devices based on VSCs gives a controllable voltage magnitude & Phase angle due to a Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) technique. However, the interconnection of grid with the wind turbine causes many problems. The STATCOM (Static Compensator) is a shunt connected device that is capable of providing reactive power support to a network away from the generators. Although, this reactive power injection, the STATCOM can regulate the voltage at the connection node.

Wind turbine systems are classified into two types: variable speed wind-turbines & fixed speed wind Turbines. In Variable speed wind-turbines, by changing the rotor speed fluctuations caused by wind variations can be absorbed. In fixed speed wind- turbines are directly connected to the grid. In this, reactive power cannot be controlled, which affects the power quality. The power quality devices are power electronic converters connected in either series or parallel with the lines and the operation is processed by a digital controller. To develop and sustain the present economy &society, the social,economic, environmental sustainability are required in the emerging future trends of energy. Faults in power system can cause voltage dip at the point of interconnection with wind turbine. Although this situation results in an accidently increase in the rotor as well as the stator winding of generator. For economical & social growth, the prime movers are necessary. The electrical energy is the main prime mover. The sustainability & reliability of the power supply are required for the growth of electrical power systems. Both electrical quantities are mostly required for the power quality of electricity. The issue power quality has turn out to be one of the most necessary issue in the power industry.In the power utility DSs (Distribution systems) the power quality problem are not new, but now-a-days due to the public awareness these problems are at peak point. By invention of the modern technology in these devices has pulled a revolution in power electronics over the last decade and there is a direction to the technocrats to continue this trend.

With more characteristics of power electronics based appliances in the industry, the harmonics arises, which is more serious and dangerous. High-fault currents can also destroy the stator & rotor windings. From the beginning-to-end, harmonic distorted current are injected into power, Power coupling capacitor (PCC), which occurred by the non-linear loads. The harmonics generated due to many problems and affect the electrical utility connected with the power supply. The voltage quality degradation in the power system produces, when the non-sinusoidal current passes through different impedances in the power system the power system devices & components are affected due to the voltage quality in power system. The essential harmonic source is AC/DC converters & inverters. Hence, due to these above mentioned issues there is a need of power quality improvement techniques which can limit the voltage & current harmonics, also balance the input supply and improve power factor. The power quality problem occurs due to any of the voltage, current or frequency distortion from sinusoidal behavior. These devices generate harmonics and reactive power. Harmonics not only affect the normal work state of electrical utility, but also distort the communication.
2. Short Interruptions  
3. Voltage Sag  
4. Long duration variation of voltage

Consequences of the Issues- The voltage variation, Flicker, Harmonics causes the malfunction of equipment namely Microprocessor based control system, Programmable Logic Controller (PLC), Adjustable speed drives, Flickering of light &screen. It may results to tripping of protection devices, tripping of contractors, stoppage of sensitive equipment like PLC, PC system and may stop all the processing and even can cause damage of utilities. Thus it degrades the power quality in the grid.

2.1 TOPOLOGY FOR P-Q IMPROVEMENT

The STATCOM based current control voltage source inverter injects current into the grid in such a way that their phase angle with source voltage has desired value and the source current are harmonic free. The injected current will cancel out the harmonic part &reactive part of the load and the current in induction generator, thus it improves the power quality& power factor. To manipulate these goals, the grid voltages are sensed and are synchronized for the inverter in generating current.

3. SYSTEM OPERATION

The model shown in Fig. 1, where the STATCOM includes the control system. The initial conditions are zero, the reference voltage for the DC capacitor is 500 volts, and the modulation index is m=15 (900 hz). Here, the passive filter has been connected at bus 1 in order to drain the harmonic currents. The shunt transformer, the line 1 & line 2 represented by RL branches whose impedances are respectively.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

The test case is in periodic steady state, at t=0.05s, the initial operating point is re-established, the voltage magnitude of the three phase programmable voltage source is increased by 15 % and finally t=0.35s. STATCOM is divided into two parts, firstly the three-phase breaker is open, and consequently the passive filter is disconnected. In the second part, allowing the filtering function, the three-phase breaker is closed. The passive filter is represented as a RC branch with R=0.5 ohmC=80 uf.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, STATCOM based FACTS devices based on VSC in SIMULINK has been studied. The presented model can be used in order to analyze the Dynamic and the periodic steady state characteristics of the FACTS components. The implementation has been carried out by taking into account the control systems.
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